FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MCCC TO HOST ‘GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE 2011’ PRESENTATION

MONROE, Mich. – Peter Sinclair – a long-time advocate of environmental awareness and alternative energy and an award-winning graphic artist, illustrator and animator – will present “Global Climate Change 2011” at 7 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 14 at Monroe County Community College.

The presentation is free and open to the public and will take place in the La-Z-Boy Center, Meyer Theater.

Sinclair has accumulated 30 years of experience in writing and activism in the areas of energy and environment, including extended study with former Vice President Al Gore and the world’s leading climate experts.

He runs Greenman Studio from his home in Midland and has developed cartoons and illustrations that have appeared in newspapers across the globe. His work has been profiled in numerous publications, including the New York Times and Haaretz of Israel.

According to Sinclair’s promotional materials, he combines graphics and animations – many derived from NASA, the National Snow and Ice Data Center and top international sources – with expert knowledge of the issues of energy and environment and an informal, good-humored delivery to make difficult concepts easy to see and grasp.

(more)
For two years, Sinclair has collected results of his investigations into a YouTube series called “Climate Denial Crock of the Week.”

“There are now more than 80 videos in the series,” said Sinclair. “And scientists, professors, researchers, graduate students, journalists, congressional staffers and well-informed laypeople around the planet have been tuning in for a better understanding of the most critical environmental issue of this century.”
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